
	  

 
 

A case for good taglines 
 
Been inundated with article after article extolling the virtues and benefits of per click 
and social media ads? I have. Let’s call these “micro” advertising. When compared to 
mass media ads, micro ads can be directed to a specific target audience with less 
waste. They are meant to be as individualized as possible. 
 
According to a recent marketingcharts.com article, “Global Mobile Ad Spend(ing) 
Projected to Exceed Radio, Magazines by 2016.”    
	  
We all understand why. As advertising budgets shrink, pressures mount to make 
every dollar make many. Who can argue with, “we have to get more bang from our 
buck!”? 
 
The difference is in the banging. Often lost in the “click here” and “Save 40% Today” is 
the brand message, formerly known as the unique selling proposition or differentiating 
tagline. It’s the memorable definition that seems to be lacking from much of today’s 
advertising – no matter where it appears.  
 
Sadly, “A diamond is forever,” “You’re in good hands,” and “Tastes great, less filling” 
are relics (1948, 1956 and 1974) – but so well crafted they remain clear, concise and 
compelling to this day. On the other side of the ledger, some firms whiff when given 
the chance as these examples testify; “The Power of Dreams,” “Inspire the Next,” “The 
Polymer Solutions Company,” and “The New Value Frontier.” Betcha can’t guess 
those companies! * 
 
Creating slogans, taglines or subheads can be among the hardest jobs in advertising. 
Maybe that is another reason we see so little of it these days. Product knowledge, 
target audience insight, marketplace information and communicative skill must all be 
mastered and marshaled for truly market-moving “macro” advertising.  
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* Those amazing slogans are current and belong to industry-leaders (in order) Honda, 
Hitachi, Ames Rubber and Kyocera.  
 
For more on this topic or if you need assistance with your next communication project, 
please contact us at 319-277-8562 or blake@with1vision.com. 


